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Specialized Lending
Finding the right niche…

SPOTLIGHT

SBA Lending – Service Customers
& Increase Earnings
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Holtmeyer & Monson is an outsourced SBA/USDA lender service provider for community
banks. We offer services that span loan packaging and closing, to securitization and sale,
through portfolio management — making every aspect of the process profitable, efficient
and compliant. Government guaranteed lending is critical for community banks, in order for
them to provide small businesses with access to capital and serve their local community.
But the institution also receives benefits as well. Lenders gain significant non-interest fee
income from servicing fees and secondary market sales (premiums currently averaging
12-16%), while the government guarantees help mitigate risk and capital leverage issues.
SBA/USDA lending can add growth opportunities and competitive advantage to enhance a
bank’s brand loyalty and expand utilization of other product offerings.

Currently, we’re seeing an uptick in both new bank clients and SBA/USDA lending activity.
One byproduct of the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) is that a number of banks who
were not then offering, or had previously abandoned, government guaranteed lending were
reintroduced to the value these products bring to their local communities. At the same
time, borrowers became more educated about the benefits that SBA/USDA loans provide
when they secure capital to meet their dreams and goals.
Why do community banks like working with Holtmeyer & Monson? This year, we’re celebrating
our 40th anniversary of providing hands-on experience and unbeatable expertise to banks
around the nation. We know how the government agencies work, what they want to see
and how they need it to be delivered. We comply in every respect and handle all of the
complexities for you. With Holtmeyer & Monson as your lender service provider, there is no
need to add staffing resources or overhead costs. We do all of the work for you, and at no net
cost to the bank. And we’re proud to set the industry standard for lender service providers,
as the only vendor in our category who has been vetted, approved and recommended as an
ICBA and CBA of Georgia Preferred Service Provider.
Terry Baker, Executive Vice President of Peach State Bank, a CBA of Georgia member, made
the following comments to describe our company and services, “We’re always looking for
ways to generate fee income. SBA lending is a great way to service customers and increase
earnings. We initially signed on with H&M for their expertise; now they’ve become our SBA
loan operation and an excellent resource for everything from underwriting and sales of the
guarantees to back-office accounting. We could never have participated in PPP loans at the
level we did if it weren’t for H&M.”
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Closing SBA loans
keeps doors open.
Small businesses count on your expertise.
You can count on ours.
Your customers have never needed capital more than they do right now. Plus
you need to offset narrowing margins by increasing noninterest fee income.
SBA/USDA lending is the perfect answer. And ICBA recommends just one
provider to make the process hassle-free: Holtmeyer & Monson. Give customers
exactly what they need, at no net cost to your bank.

Call 800.340.7304 to start
www.holtandmon.com
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